Longitude 131° Extends the Luxury Outdoors
Longitude 131° has revealed its new balconies, a contemporary
addition to the existing tent-style pavilions that fit so naturally it’s
hard to imagine the tents without them. Designed by Southern Ocean
Lodge architect Max Pritchard, the balconies offer luxurious outdoor
lounging with comfy armchairs, an EcoSmart fire for the evenings and
generous daybed for relaxing into views of Uluru. A luxury evening
turndown service includes an after-dinner snack with accompanying
digestifs, and the rollout of the new custom-designed Baillie swag under
the open night sky. Perfect for lazing and star-gazing under a blanket of
stars, this is glamping at its most marvellous! For more inspiration or
to reserve your outback escape, start the journey on the lodge website.

Step Away from the Everyday
A perennial favourite for new and returning guests, the Remarkable
Retreat showcases the wintry drama of Kangaroo Island from the
warm luxury of the Great Room and guest suites. The cool season is
ideal for energising walks and for encountering wildlife at its most active;
sea lions and fur seals frolick in the Southern Ocean while kangaroos and
wallabies graze in open pastures. Inside, a daily menu of locally-sourced
cuisine is a delight in the restaurant, while the call of the open fire, a
glass of South Australian red and the comfort of a cosy lounge in the
Great Room is irresistible as the ocean roars outside. Embark on a special
adventure or sink into luxury in the Southern Spa with bonus credits as
part of the deal. Savings and bonuses abound on the Stay 4 Pay 3
package, on sale now, for stays until September 30, 2016.

Take it Easy, with Free Flights to Capella Lodge
Capella Lodge has announced one of its most popular ‘cool season’
deals, the Stay 7 Pay 6 Fly Free deal! With sky-high savings available,
the two-hour flight to Lord Howe is a delight from Sydney or Brisbane and
offers a spectacular aerial welcome to the tiny World Heritage listed
island fringed by coral reefs. Beach-house style accommodation, fine
dining and luxurious lounging at Capella await, along with a host of
activities on the island; fabulous walks, mountain hikes, beach-combing
and beachside picnics. The cool season is a beautiful time on Lord Howe,
and with free flights and a free night it’s a perfect occasion to visit.
Take off for stays between May 28 – September 30, 2016.

Longitude 131° Introduces New Specialist Full-day Tours
From cultural heritage to wilderness adventures, there’s so much
more for the mindful traveller to explore at Uluru-Kata Tjuta.
Designed to offer a deeper connection with the outback, Longitude 131°
has developed two new specialist tours for its guest itinerary; Kings
Canyon and the remote indigenous community at Ernabella Arts.
Options for Kings Canyon include a private day tour with guided Rim Walk
and gourmet picnic, a spectacular helicopter taking in the region’s salt
lakes, or as an arrival or departure at Longitude 131° with a difference. A
full day tour to Ernabella Arts offers a remarkable first-hand encounter
with the community’s indigenous ceramists and artists, and the
opportunity to try to create an artwork of one’s own. A once-in-alifetime experience that will leave an inspiring impression. More...

Put Yourself in Tourism Australia's Virtual Picture
On Australia Day this year, Tourism Australia launched its latest
international marketing campaign, promoting Australia's aquatic
experiences with a latest-technology virtual reality and 360°
mobile immersive video. If that sounds complicated, the result is the
opposite, offering viewers the freedom to explore Australia’s most remote
coastlines from a birds-eye perspective. Kangaroo Island’s iconic
Remarkable Rocks and world-renowned Southern Ocean Lodge star in one
of the campaign’s mini clips. The mobile-friendly technology delivers a
panoramic perspective of the region and allows the viewer to ‘chooseyour-own-direction’ no matter where they are. It’s a great escape take five minutes, feel the ocean spray and be transported (at least
virtually!) to where the wild things are, here.

Check-in to Off-grid Luxury at Capella Lodge
An easy two hour flight from the busyness of Sydney or Brisbane
transports lucky visitors to the drop-in-the-ocean paradise of Lord
Howe Island. As the plane lands at the tiny, white picket fenced-airport
there’s already a sense of travelling off the grid. With no mobile phone
connection, intermittent internet and a speed limit for the island’s few
cars of just 25km/hr, guests prepare to slow down, disconnect with busy,
technology-connected lives and embrace the rare luxury of spending time
with the ones that matter most. Guests at Capella Lodge find it’s easy to
adapt to the natural, beach-house style luxury that blends seamlessly
with the Lord Howe landscape of magnificent mountains, ancient forests
and the world’s southernmost coral reef. If only for a few days, the offgrid luxury at Capella is every reason to quit the city.

Well Deserved ‘Me’ Time: Solo Travel Offers at Baillie Lodges
Baillie Lodges’ popular Sophisticated Solo deals are now on offer at
Capella Lodge on Lord Howe Island and Southern Ocean Lodge on
the dramatic coast of Kangaroo Island. Ideal for those looking to
escape busy lives for some ‘me time’ and for those travelling with friends,
the solo deals offer guests the luxury of a suite of one’s own at just the
twin share rate. Featuring as part of both luxury properties’ ‘cool
season’ deals, the solo option delivers all the benefits, including free
nights, gourmet treats and credits towards spa treatments or bespoke
experiences for no extra. Grab a mate or take a break to recharge and
discover the luxury of time to enjoy. Go solo and take a Remarkable
Retreat at Southern Ocean Lodge or unwind and save in style at Capella
on the Kentia Dreaming offer.
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